
Subject: Calendar 415CA second hand & month disc
Posted by Thojil on Thu, 03 Apr 2014 19:55:07 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Looking for a small second hand and a month disc for a 415CA.

The small second has an exceptionally long post, which is impossible to find. By now I ordered
long post second hands with three different suppliers and I gave up  
On the left is the original (broken) second hand and on the right is what I have found so far with
JB and O.Frei. Missing 0.7mm
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1) Img_0803b.jpg, downloaded 1015 times
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Subject: Re: Calendar 415CA second hand & month disc
Posted by MikeTheWatchGuy on Fri, 04 Apr 2014 07:13:32 GMT
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View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Was the one from JB their long-post part?  It sounds like it was but I'm confused enough to want
to ask to be sure.  What is the length of the hand itself? 2.5 mm?

Subject: Re: Calendar 415CA second hand & month disc
Posted by mikey on Fri, 04 Apr 2014 16:10:26 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Just curiosity on my part but is it possible to press fit a new arm onto the existing long post?

Subject: Re: Calendar 415CA second hand & month disc
Posted by Thojil on Fri, 04 Apr 2014 17:16:35 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

MikeTheWatchGuy wrote on Fri, 04 April 2014 09:13Was the one from JB their long-post part?  It
sounds like it was but I'm confused enough to want to ask to be sure.  What is the length of the
hand itself? 2.5 mm?

Yes, it is and what I got from Frei has the same dimensions. Hand length is 3mm (but 2.5 would
be ok)and post height is 1.9mm

and Mikey, maybe it is possible to do that. For sure I can't, I can barely see the bloody thing     

Subject: Re: Calendar 415CA second hand & month disc
Posted by MikeTheWatchGuy on Fri, 04 Apr 2014 22:26:31 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hey mikey (he likes it)  has anyone used that yet?

Can you explain what you mean in more detail.  It sounds like a great idea for future use and
would like to know a bit more about how.  I think it's the arm that's confusing me.

Do you narrow the part with the hand (crush? cut slits in upper pipe to make it easier to narrow/fit
inside the lower pipe?) then stick it into a long pipe (with no hand) and then affix the two (crush or
push onto the lower?).  Sorry for all the crushing but that seems like the quickest hack that will
make many people cringe with an "oh no...." reaction :   

Subject: Re: Calendar 415CA second hand & month disc
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Posted by mikey on Sat, 05 Apr 2014 01:21:24 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Kind of yes. I wondered that, if the barrels were the same diameter, was it possible to remove the
hand from an existing seconds hand unit and transplant it onto the long barrel.

And yes, i've gotten the 'mikey likes' a few times (or more..) 

Subject: Re: Calendar 415CA second hand & month disc
Posted by kastner on Mon, 07 Apr 2014 02:51:53 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I can probably help out with at least the second hand Thojil. I bought a 415CA that looked to be in
good shape but it had some problems and so over the years I've picked up an addition two not
working ones for parts. They are now at the watchmaker with the hopes that he can make a good
working one. When I get them back I'll be in touch to see if you are still looking for the parts.

Subject: Re: Calendar 415CA second hand & month disc
Posted by Thojil on Mon, 07 Apr 2014 08:03:02 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Thanks, that would be great! Let me know when you have them back.

Subject: Re: Calendar 415CA second hand & month disc
Posted by Thojil on Sun, 30 Nov 2014 19:19:38 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

mikey wrote on Sat, 05 April 2014 03:21Kind of yes. I wondered that, if the barrels were the same
diameter, was it possible to remove the hand from an existing seconds hand unit and transplant it
onto the long barrel.

I received the parts that Kastner was so kind to donate and found the time last weekend to work
on the second hand. Unfortunately Kaster had an incomplete second hand, missing its post.
Nothing to loose, so I tried what was suggested here already and removed the post from the
original hand and fitted it to Kastner's hand.

As the new hand apparently separated from its post without damaging it, I first tried to pull off the
old hand. No movement at all, so I went for more a drastic approach and sanded down the
flanged edge of the post until I could remove the old hand.

The remaining stub was long enough to hold the new hand and required just a few light taps to fit.
Just to be sure, I put a tiny drop of super glue on the back side to secure the hand, but don't think
it was necessary. Don't know what will happen if I ever try to remove the hand again  
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Below some pictures and the final result including Kastner's new month disc. The dial is a redial
by Int. Dial, which is one of the lesser results of the redials they have done for me. I rejected the
result twice and even at their 3rd attempt they got the date numbers 8-23 upside down. I gave
up... The photo is a bit overexposed, but the final result when sitting in its case is pretty good.
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2) Img_1273b.jpg, downloaded 790 times
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3) Img_1274b.jpg, downloaded 850 times
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4) Img_1275b.jpg, downloaded 880 times
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Subject: Re: Calendar 415CA second hand & month disc
Posted by mikey on Sun, 30 Nov 2014 21:20:03 GMT
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View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Glad to see that one worked out!
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